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Country
Risk Poland Norway North

America
Average annual 
Risk

1.4% 2.0% 2.4%

Risk to age 50 35% 40% 58%
Risk to age 70 55% 61% 69%

Incidence rates of breast cancer among women with a 
BRCA1 mutation vary according to their reproductive 
histories and country of residence.  



Early onset of breast cancer in women at inherited 
risk has led to recommendations for more 

aggressive surveillance protocols



American Cancer Society Guidelines for 
Breast MRI in High Risk Women (2007)









NCCN Guidelines on Risk Reduction 
Mastectomy

• Risk reduction mastectomy 
should generally be considered 
only in women with BRCA1/2, or 
other strongly predisposing 
gene mutation, compelling 
family history, prior thoracic 
radiation < age 30, or possibly 
women with LCIS. Women 
considering risk reduction 
mastectomy should receive 
multi-disciplinary counseling

WWW.NCCN.ORG



Celebrities with breast cancer



My Medical Choice, by Angelina Jolie, 
New York Times, May 14, 2013

• “I choose not to keep my 
story private because 
there are many women 
who do not know that 
they might be living under 
the shadow of cancer. It is 
my hope that they, too, 
will be able to get gene 
tested, and that if they 
have a high risk they, too, 
will know that they have 
strong options.” 



However…..the media has been 
criticized for their stories

• News failed to educate 
the public about genetic 
risk, and the low 
percentage of mutation 
carriers

• News failed to 
communicate that 
preventive mastectomy 
is not recommended for 
most women



Newspaper Coverage of Angelina Jolie’s 
Prophylactic Bilateral Mastectomy

• Mass media & general 
education system are the 
primary source of health 
information to the public:
– Media is influential in forming 

beliefs and opinions
– Media also influences behavior

• Content analysis of “high 
quality newspaper” stories in 
3 countries: U.S., U.K., and 
Canada one month after New 
York Time’s editorial



Newspapers in data set Volume of press coverage by 
country and Date



How the Media Framed the Angelina Jolie Story

Most media stories 
described the 
decision to have 
bilateral mastectomy 
as:
- Brave, courageous
- Rational, well 

informed and 
evidence based

- Empowering, 
inspiring

- Ms. Jolie as a role 
model



Primary Issue about BRCA1/2 Mutations

Most media stories 
focused on genetic 
risk

Few stories focused 
put genetic risk vs. 
average risk or the 
very low percent of 
women who carry 
BRCA1/2 mutations



What issues were missing in the 
newspaper stories?

• Only 11% of articles cautioned that 
Angelina Jolie’s story could influence 
women to chose preventive surgery 
without having an assessment of their 
genetic risks 

• Only 18% of articles mentioned the 
possible drawbacks of preventive 
mastectomy



The Impact of Angelina Jolie’s Announcement of her 
Breast Cancer Risk and Decision to Undergo Bilateral 

Prophylactic Mastectomy
• Survey of representative 

national online panel of 
2,572 adults conducted 
within 3 weeks of the story.

• Did the story influence the 
public’s ability to distinguish 
the genetic context of 
Angelina Jolie’s risk vs. the 
lower risk of most women?

• Impact on self assessment?
• Impact on information 

seeking?



Public’s Response to Angelina Jolie’s 
Story

• Approximately 3 in 4 adults correctly 
identified that Angelina Jolie had a bilateral 
preventive mastectomy

• Almost 1 in 2 adults reported her risk (87%) in 
the correct range (80-90%)

• Less than 1 in 10 gave accurate answers about 
BRCA1 mutations and breast cancer risk

• Women’s perceptions were less accurate than 
men’s.



• Rates of contralateral prophylactic mastectomy (CPM) 
have increased dramatically among women treated for 
early-stage breast cancer in recent years in the United 
States. 

• In the late 1990s, between 4% and 6% of women who 
had mastectomies also underwent CPM, whereas in more 
recent years the reported range has increased to between 
11% and 25%, a 3- to 4-fold change.



The value of contralateral preventive mastectomy 
for most women with early stage, unilateral 
breast cancer is not clear

• Risk of breast cancer in the unaffected breast 
is reduced, but it is not high at the time of 
surgery (0.5% -0.75% per year)

• Risk is lower today due to adjuvant therapy
• Survival is not improved compared treatment 

only of the affected breast
• There also are complications from the 

procedure



The main reasons for choosing CPM were to:
(1) Lower risk, (2) Peace of mind, (3) Improve survival, 

and desire to have breasts look the same 



Although a significant fraction of women experience 
outcomes worse than expected, a majority of women 
report outcomes as expected or better than expected. 

75% report expected or diminished worry and anxiety



Conclusions
• In general, risk identification, risk assessment, 

and risk communication is not optimal
• Communication by media and doctors is not 

optimal
• There is a need to better understand factors 

associated with decision making by women at 
all levels of risk, and how to improve the role 
of the clinician as the most trusted source of 
information 



Thank you


